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Low carbon transition and regional imbalances

Decarbonization policies have the potential to lead to uneven

economic development since low carbon investments are overlaid

upon existing regional socio-economic structures which are far from

homogenous.

Identifying decarbonization measures that simultaneously achieve

environmental aims and narrow existing imbalances, rather than

widening them, emerges as an important policy challenge.



Problem: paucity (absence?) of quantitative analysis



H2 production technology: ATR with CCS



Socially equitable energy systems transitions 
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Country-specific natural resources, economic strengths,

geopolitical perspectives, and levels of technological

readiness for energy transition are key transition drivers.

There is no “one size fits all” solution, and the relative

costs and opportunities of low carbon transitions are

unevenly distributed between countries.



The uneven economic impacts of hydrogen investments 



UK Industrial decarbonization challenge



The cost of industrial decarbonization…

The lowest avoidance cost are observable for industries
specialized in aluminium and cement production, where
the avoidance cost is in the range of 230-240
tCO2/GWhH2

Fewer mitigation benefits are achievable in the iron and
steel sector in South Wales, Teesside and Humber regions.
Unless the process emissions are also abated via CCS, fuel
switching with hydrogen would only lead to 10% emission
reduction.

Given that ironmaking accounts for more than 70% and
50% of cumulative annual emissions in the Humber and
South Wales regions, respectively, investing in blue
hydrogen in these clusters would only lead to marginal
emission benefits, and considerably high costs.



… and its direct economic benefits

The overall direct economic benefits of decarbonization
are in the range of 14.3 - 26.5 £/MWhH2, with South
Wales and Scotland capturing most of the growth.

For all regions considered the largest benefits are
realized in the utility sector, supplying 2.5 £/MWhH2 of
energy services, i.e., natural gas and electricity, for the
continuous operation of ATR-CCS plants.

However, the magnitude of these impacts in the other
economic sectors is largely dependent on local factors.
The sectoral GVA analysis shows that the Humber and
Merseyside clusters retain the highest GVA contribution
in the machinery sector, while the largest economic
gains in the chemical sector are observable in North East
and North West regions, where the majority of their
manufacturing activity is concentrated.



Spatial economic interdependencies of UK regions 

Interregional trade quotients for the NUTS1 UK region of 

(UK regional statistics, 2018)



Policy aimed at decarbonizing existing industrialized regions in Europe 
is likely to create winners and losers, with local factors dictating the 
relative size of economic benefits generated by low carbon 
investments.

As manufacturing becomes more sophisticated, supply chains become 
more complex and thus highly fragmented. Domestic industries 
increasingly rely on significant intermediate imports, i.e., in value 
added by industries in upstream countries. Neglecting these national 
and region-specific factors in green policies design will exacerbate 
existing socio-economic disparities. 

When aiming at narrowing existing economic imbalances between 
countries and regions, it is the connections between places and 
sectors that matters. 

Take home messages


